The world leader in specialized paper money! With the invaluable input from more than 50 international contributors, the Standard Catalog of World Paper Money, Specialized Issues, is the largest and most comprehensive catalog featuring world bank notes of a specialized nature—notes issued by states, municipalities and private companies in addition to nationally issued Foreign Exchange Certificates and military-use currency. You’ll find: 27,500 note varieties listed and priced in up to three grades of condition. Nearly 12,000 illustrations making identification of notes easy. Charts for grading terminology, international numerals, dating and overprints. The new twelfth edition includes complete listings for China’s foreign, military and early Communist era banks; Central and South American provincial, private and commercial banks; commercial bank of the German States, Swiss Cantons and France, as well as issues of the Mexican Revolution era and much more.
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Customer Reviews

It is a great book but I found that it did not cover any military issued currency...I was a little unhappy about this because most of the currency I was looking up was military issued...In addition, I could not find any modern Canadian, Bermuda or Bahamas currency.

I aquired some very odd notes and had no way to find their value...With this book I was able to grade and find a proper valuation for them as they were all listed...
Happy with purchase

Exceptional reference on world banknotes, a must have for all collectors.
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